Today here, along with the Lamas, reincarnated Tulkus and Abbots representing various Tibetan Buddhist traditions, aiming at this great pandemic endure presently by many of our fellow human beings, and still spreading across the globe, I am making this fervent prayers to savior mother Tara, supreme among all deities, who is like a mother to all enlighten beings, visualizing the lineages masters above my crown, with generating ardent intention of Compassion and Loving-Kindness.

Reverent Tara has taken commitment to relief all beings from external and internal eight fears when cultivating altruistic mind in attaining enlightenment. Her blessings are quick and knows no boundaries. By the power and blessing of this supreme deity, May this pandemic be quickly dispelled and never occur again in our future!

Supplication Prayer to Tara

Noble and compassionate Tara, we pray to you: May I and all sentient beings, infinite in number, Purify the two obscurations and swiftly perfect the two accumulations, And in so doing may we gain perfect enlightenment. Until then, in all our lives, May we find supreme happiness among gods and human beings,

And may all obstacles to the attainment of omniscience, As well as harmful influences and disease, All that brings untimely death,

All bad dreams and evil omens, The eight major fears and all forms of harm, All be swiftly pacified and eliminated. May auspiciousness, happiness and prosperity, Both worldly and transcendent, Flourish and expand, and may all our wishes Be effortlessly and spontaneously fulfilled.

May we endeavor in the practice, may the Dharma spread, May we always meditate on
you, and behold your perfect face, May we realize the nature of emptiness, and

May precious bodhicitta develop and expand, just like the waxing moon. Born there in a beautiful lotus flower, In that excellent and joyous buddha realm,

May the Buddha Amitabha himself, Grant me the prophecy foretelling my enlightenment! The deity, you, who I have been practicing from my past life,

You are the enlightened activity of all buddhas, past, present, and future, Green in color, one face, two arms, quick in activity, and peaceful, The mother who holds an Utpala

Lotus, may you bring auspiciousness. Mother of Buddha-Tara, whatever your form, your entourage, your life and your pure land, whatever your final qualities are, may we come to have just those same ones. By the force of praising, supplicating and offering to you, please pacify sickness, poverty, war, and increase the holy Dharma and everything auspicious, wherever we may be.